A new method for the early diagnosis of brain edema/brain swelling. An experimental study in rabbits.
The aim of the present work is to develop a non-destructive, non-invasive technique for the early diagnosis of an oncoming brain edema based on the variation of vibration characteristics of the head system (i.e. eigenfrequency spectrum and modal damping). Besides the theoretical model that supports the basic principle, the proposed technique has been verified experimentally in animal tests. The advantage of such an approach is that the relative information is available well in advance an increase of intracranial pressure is detected. The uncontrolled intracranial hypertension is associated with increased mortality or vegetative state in head trauma. Traumatic lesions located on temporal lobe render particularly impeding the transtendorial herniation. From the medical point of view, intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring represents an effective way for early consideration of neurological decompensation in various neurosurgical conditions particularly in the head-injured setting. However, the use of ICP monitoring is not an effective way of brain edema detection, since ICP increase very often causes irreversible problems to the patient's brain. Therefore, the determination of an earlier, less invasive and more sensitive indicator of the oncoming intracranial hypertension and of the impeding neurological deterioration is of profound importance. The present work aims at experimental verification of both eigenfrequency shifting and modal damping increase of the spectral response of the head system of rabbits, wherever a mass increase in the content of cranial shell appears. The conducted analysis concludes that the eigenfrequency spectrum and its modal damping characteristics are sufficiently sensitive parameters in order to characterize mass increase in the cranial shell. Therefore the combination of both the above parameters could be used with confidence for the early diagnosis of brain edema.